
 

Drama 

 Homework Project.  

 

 

 
 You have been given the title of a new play; ‘Finding Answers’ 
 The play does not exist, so any decisions about characters, scenes, scripts or 

designs are all coming from your imagination and interpretation of the title. 
 You are going to take on the role of one of the following: Writer, Performer, 

Set-Designer, Costume-Designer or Marketing Director.   

Writer 

 Create a short script for one scene from the play ‘Finding Answers’. 
 Include as many characters as you wish, and it can be in any genre of your 

choice. 
 Make sure to give plenty of guidance about who your characters are, and 

include stage-directions so that it could be followed by any performer. 
 If you would like any example scripts to help, see Mr Fisher. 

Performer 

 Create a performance of a short scene from the play ‘Finding Answers’.  
 You can have as many people as you want working on this, but make sure 

that each performer in your group has a significant role in the scene. 
 If you would like to use SCH2 at any point to put this together or rehears, 

see Mr Fisher to book the space. 

Set-Designer 

 Create a set from any scene from ‘Finding Answers’.  
 Your design could be shown through one of three different ways; a hand-

drawn and labelled set design, a set-design created on a computer with 
labels, or a 3-D model of a set. (See the examples section) 

 If you need any assistance or any materials, see Mr Fisher 
 

 



Costume-Designer 

 Create 2 costume designs for characters from ‘Finding Answers’ 
 You could create these one of two ways; create a hand-drawn/computer 

collage of costume for 2 character that you design, or create a 3-D image on 
paper/card of you designs using fabric/materials (See examples) 

 Make sure to label your designs so whoever sees it can clearly see your 
decisions and why you made them 

 Any assistance or materials, see Mr Fisher 

Marketing Director 

 It is your job to create the marketing material for the new play ‘Finding 
Answers’ 

 You can create one of the following, or more; Posters, Leaflets, Tickets, 
TV/Online advertisements, Trailer. 

 You are open to do this however you want, be creative with it. 
 For any assistance or materials, see Mr Fisher 

 
 
Success criteria 

 Be creative, think outside the box. 
 Think about your presentation skills. 
 Consider who your target audience is for your play, who do you want to 

come and see this piece? 
 Take on the role of someone in the theatre that you may not have explored 

before 

 

If you have any questions about anything from this exciting task, come and see Mr 
Fisher. 

DEADLINE: 29th June 2018 

 

Good luck and have fun exploring!  


